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This work investigates two methods for coordination between scheduling and conflict resolution functions - two core traffic management functions in urban air mobility operations.
A federated scheduling algorithm and a federated conflict resolution algorithm are first presented. Two methods for coordinating scheduling and conflict resolution functions are then
introduced. The first coordination method utilizes the feedback from the arrival scheduler at
the destination. The second method applies a flow interval, predefined to accommodate the capability of the conflict resolution, through the departure scheduler at the origin. High-density
operation scenarios, where conflicts can not be completely resolved by the conflict resolution
function alone, were used to study the performance of these two coordination methods. Experimental results show that both methods can perform well in coordinating scheduling and
conflict resolution functions. With proper parameter setting, both methods can achieve similar
performance in efficiency while achieving zero losses of separation.

I. Introduction
Scheduling and conflict resolution functions are two critical traffic management functions needed by Urban Air
Mobility (UAM) operations [1, 2]. The federated autonomous Unmanned aircraft system Traffic Management (UTM)
system [3–6] has been evolved into the foundational architecture for the UAM traffic system, where a federated system
refers to a system operates collaboratively in overall goals while distributed in responsibility. It is important to develop
federated scheduling and conflict resolution algorithms for the UAM system and investigate the coordination between
these two functions to enable safe, efficient, and scalable operations. A federated system or function oper
Unlike existing commercial aviation in the National Airspace System (NAS), typical UAM missions are envisioned
to be completed within one hour or less, indicating a need for more tightly coupled operations among origin, destination,
and en-route phases of flight. More frequent and dynamic coordination will be expected than in the current NAS, and the
coordination between departure and arrival schedulers and the coordination between schedulers and conflict resolution
functions will play a paramount role in UAM safety and efficiency. In the current NAS, there are many coordination
methods between downstream and upstream airports/airspace, such as Ground Delay Programs (GDP) [7, 8], Departure
Spacing Program (DSP), Miles-In-Trail (MIT) [9], Minutes-In-Trail (MINIT) [10], Traffic Management Advisor
(TMA) [11], Multi-Center TMA [12], and Time Based Flow Management (TBFM) [13]. However, considering the
difference between UAM operations and existing NAS operations, these methods may not suit UAM’s needs for a more
agile, federated, and dynamic coordination among vertiports and airspace operations. Exploring and understanding
various coordination methods and their parameter settings are important for UAM airspace management development.
This work first presents a federated scheduling algorithm and its data exchange needs. Two methods for coordination
between scheduling and conflict resolution functions are then introduced. The first approach is constructed based on
the feedback from the arrival scheduler at the destination and the second approach coordinates through the departure
scheduler at the origin using the basic flow rate control. Experiments and trade space studies are conducted to compare
these two methods using fast-time traffic simulations [14].
This work is organized as follows: Section II presents a federated scheduling algorithm. Section III introduces two
different methodes for coordination between scheduling and conflict resolution functions. Section IV then shows the
final results for comparing these two coordination methods. A trade-space study is also conducted to show how to tune
parameters for better performance. Section V concludes the work.
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II. Methodology
Conflict resolution requires extra time or space, which are inadequate when the airspace is too congested. Therefore,
when there are too many potential conflicts in congested airspace, it’s unlikely that all conflicts can be completely
resolved by the conflict resolution function alone. Similar to the existing GDP and MIT programs in the current NAS,
it’s important to have scheduling and conflict resolution services coordinate with each other when handling complex
UAM airspace operations. This section introduces a federated scheduling algorithm and then presents two methods for
coordinating scheduling and conflict resolution functions.
A. Federated Scheduling
Assuming that each vertiport has its own scheduling service/function, a federated scheduling algorithm can be
formulated as shown in Fig. 1. At each vertiport, the scheduler arranges each flight based on its estimated time of
arrival (ETA) or estimated time of departure (ETD) and its schedule flexibility (how much change in the ETA/ETD can
the flight tolerate). Priority can be incorporated into the scheduling process if needed. The cost function can also be
introduced if not first-come-first-serve. Once each vertiport finishes its first-round schedule, it then publishes changes
in ETAs/ETDs for each flight involved and compares with others to determine if requested changes in ETAs/ETDs
for all flights are the same/converged. If not, the second-round scheduling will start using the maximum difference in
ETAs/ETDs until they converge. It’s worth mentioning that a rolling time window technique might be needed to limit
the flights involved each time to ensure convergence.

Fig. 1

Flow Diagram for Federated Scheduling

Figure 2 shows an example with flights departing from Vertiports A and C and arriving at Vertiport B. At the first
round, departure schedulers at A and C and the arrival scheduler at B tried to arrange flights with a minimum separation
requirement (60 seconds in this example) based on their initial ETAs and ETDs. It can be seen that at the end of Round
One, Flight One was scheduled to be delayed 55s from 5s to 60s by Scheduler A (comparing the ETA to STA times),
whereas Scheduler B schedules a delay of 155s (from 372.1s to 487.1s) because Scheduler B has to take flights from
Vertiport C into account as well. Since the requested delays for Flight One is different between the two schedulers, the
maximum delay of 155s is then fed into the second round. The flight schedules finally converge at Round Two.
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Fig. 2

Example of Federated Scheduling

B. Coordination methods between scheduling and conflict resolution functions
This section introduces two different coordination methods between scheduling and conflict resolution functions.
The first coordination is through the arrival scheduler at the destination, and the second coordination uses the departure
scheduler at the origin vertiport.
1. Coordination through the scheduler at destination
Like the GDP in current NAS operations, coordination through the arrival scheduler at the destination vertiport is a
good example of downstream operations that impose feedback control on upstream operations. In this coordination
method, the arrival scheduler at the destination updates the delays needed for flights that have not departed from the
origin based on the ETAs of those airborne flights shared by the conflict resolution function/service. It then sends these
pre-departure delay requests to the schedulers at the origin vertiports (as shown in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

Interaction through the destination scheduler

To illustrate this method, Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) present an example with ten flights departing from the same
origin vertiport to the same destination vertiport. These ten flights were separated before departure with a 10-second
separation interval each. Because their unimpeded flight times are the same, their ETAs at the destination were also
separated by 10 seconds, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(b), the first four flights departed (shown in blue) with unchanged
ETAs at the destination. In Fig. 4(c), after the departure of Flight 5 and 6, it is assumed that some en-route conflict
resolution maneuvers happened and the ETAs of Flight 1 through 4 were delayed (for example, due to conflicts with
crossing flights in another corridor). The intervals among Flight 1 through Flight 4 became smaller, though their
airborne separations were not violated. The arrival scheduler at the destination then started to reschedule flights with
the initial separation requirement, which is 10s in the example. The desired STDs (in black) were then postponed and
shown on the right side of the timeline. These STDs were then passed to the departure scheduler at the origin vertiport
through the federated method introduced in the previous section. Flight 7 through Flight 10 were then postponed by the
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(a) Before departures

(b) After some departures

Fig. 4

(c) After some maneuvers
(sep. tol. = 0 s)

(d) After some manevuers
(sep. tol. = 4 s)

Updated ETAs and STAs with different tolerances

departure scheduler at the origin vertiport.
When the minimum separation interval (10s in this study) is strictly applied, as shown in Fig. 4(c), it may cause
excessive intervals between flights. An additional parameter called separation tolerance is added to adjust the tightness
of this feedback control. The separation tolerance can be anywhere between zero and the minimum separation interval.
When the separation tolerance is zero, the minimum separation interval, 10 seconds, will be strictly imposed. Whereas
if the separation tolerance is some positive value, e.g. four seconds as shown in Fig. 4(d), the arrival scheduler will use
six seconds as the minimum separation interval, which results in relaxed departure control with only Flight 7 and 8
delayed. If the separation tolerance is equal to the minimum separation interval, then the required time separation in the
arrival scheduler becomes zero, which essentially turns off the feedback from the destination scheduler.
2. Coordination through the scheduler at the origin
Another method is to coordinate through the departure scheduler at the origin vertiport. Similar to the existing
Departure Spacing Program in the current NAS operations, where constant or dynamic separation intervals can be
imposed between departures, this approach ensures the conflict resolution can manage all the en-route conflicts that
might arise for en-route operations. As an initial work, this study focuses on constant intervals, where experiments will
help decide the most efficient interval with the least delay.

Fig. 5

Flow control through the departure scheduler
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III. Experiment scenarios
Experiments and trade space studies are conducted to compare these two methods using the Fe3 fast-time
simulator [14]. The Fe3 simulator includes a 6-DOF trajectory model developed based on NASA’s UAM concept
vehicle [15] along with the aforementioned federated scheduling algorithm and configurable federated conflict resolution
algorithm.
Experiments were constructed using route-structure-based scenarios, where two flows of flights cross each other at a
60-degree angle and arrive at their destination vertiports, respectively. The UAM vehicle is assumed to fly at 120 kts,
and the minimum separation between flights is set to 1,000 ft. A federated conflict resolution algorithm is applied to
individual aircraft to resolve potential conflicts using speed control while following predefined rules. The basic principle
of these rules is to give the right of way to the flights whose estimated arrival time to the crossing point is earlier. Details
about the federated conflict resolution algorithm can be found in another work [16]. To stress the conflict resolution
algorithm, three scenarios with different numbers of flights were used: one scenario includes 30 flights with 15 flights
in each flow, the other two scenarios include 40 and 60 flights, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, Vertiport A and C are
origins with departure schedulers A and C, and Vertiport B and D are destinations with arrival schedulers B and D.

Fig. 6

Experiment scenario notional graph

In all three scenarios, flights are initially separated with 10 seconds between departure times. When there are more
than 15 flights in each flow, if only the conflict resolution function is allowed (without schedulers), experiments in this
study (when number of flights exceeds 30) showed that loss of separation would happen because there isn’t much room
for conflict resolution functions to space these flights apart. In the following experiments, two proposed coordination
methods were examined to understand the impact of coordination between conflict resolution and scheduling on safety
and efficiency.
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IV. Results
This section presents the comparison between the two proposed coordination methods. Sensitivity studies are also
conducted for each approach to explore the trade space and identify the best parameter setting.
A. Coordination through arrival schedulers: impact of separation tolerance
For the coordination method through arrival schedulers, the coordination is tightened when the separation tolerance
is set to zero and gets relaxed with increased separation tolerance. Figure 7 presents the impact of different separation
tolerance levels for the 30-flight scenario. When the separation tolerance is zero, the schedulers apply the strict 10-second
interval and have the most impact on departures (as shown in the orange bar representing ground delay). The total
delay for these 30 flights is 1,717 seconds with 1,462-second ground delay. With the increased separation tolerance, the
required interval between flight ETAs decreases. When the separation tolerance is nine seconds, the arrival scheduler
allows the ETA interval to be as small as one second. This yields the most efficient operations with 1,402 seconds for the
total delay and 1,000 seconds for the ground delay, 32% less ground delay than the setting with a zero-second separation
tolerance. The trend shows that smaller ETA intervals for pre-departure flights help shift delay from ground to airborne
while slightly reducing the overall delay. This indicates that increased separation tolerance helps introduce flexibility and
improve operational efficiency. Although only delays are shown in this figure, in all experiments shown in this figure, no
losses of separation were observed. However, it’s worth mentioning that when the tolerance increases to 10 seconds,
loss of separation happened because schedulers didn’t help at all, when the required ETA interval is zero seconds.

Fig. 7

Delays with different Separation Tolerances for the 30-flight scenario

Figure 8 shows the comparison in maneuver effort using the total number of maneuvers. Since the resolution
maneuvers are updated every second in the conflict resolution algorithm, the number of maneuvers can also be treated as
the total maneuver duration. It is noted that when the control from arrival schedulers is relaxed, the conflict resolution
function had to work hard to resolve conflicts. When the separation tolerance is higher than six seconds, the number of
maneuvers jumped from 1,300 to 2,100 at the 9-second separation tolerance, a 63% increase.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) present the comparison of intervals and departure times for Flow 1 with two extreme separation
tolerances, whereas Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the comparison of intervals and departure times for Flow 2. It is noted
that the 462-second ground delay saving with a 9-second separation tolerance is mainly contributed by Flow 2, where
some flights depart earlier due to the relaxed departure control from the arrival scheduler at the destination.
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Fig. 8

Number of Maneuvers with different Separation Tolerances

(a) Intervals between flights for Flow 1

(b) Departure times for Flow 1

(c) Intervals between flights for Flow 2

(d) Departure times for Flow 2

Fig. 9

Comparison with and without coordination with the arrival scheduler
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B. Coordination through the departure scheduler: flow interval
The second method coordinates the conflict resolution function with the departure scheduler through a flow interval.
Experiments conducted in this section to revealed the relationship between the flow interval and safety and efficiency
measurements.
Experiments showed that any separation under 12 seconds would result in losses of separation with the current
setting (a cruise speed of 120 kts and a minimum separation of 1,000 ft). Figure 10 reveals the relationship between
efficiency (delay) and flow interval when no loss of separation happened. This figure shows that the least delay was
achieved when the flow interval was 14 seconds with a 408-second airborne delay, much less airborne delay than the
case with a 12-second flow interval. When the flow interval is longer than 16 seconds, the airborne delay is reduced
relative to 14 seconds, but no further airborne delay reduction are observed at the 18-second and 20-second intervals.
However, the ground delay increased when airborne delay already reached the minimum at a 16-second interval. The
minimum airborne delay is purely caused by the initial offset between two flight flows and there is no potential conflict
between flights in the same flow. Therefore, increasing the flow interval doesn’t help conflict resolution function further.
This finding indicates that large flow intervals with 18 and 20 seconds are unnecessary.

Fig. 10

Delays with different flow intervals

Figure 11 shows the number of maneuvers corresponding to different flow intervals, where the maneuver effort
reaches a minimum when the flow interval is 16 seconds. The number of maneuvers at 18 and 20 seconds also verifies
that the excessive flow interval doesn’t help conflict resolution and becomes unnecessary.
C. Discussion
The first coordination method is a closed-loop control with the feedback coming from the arrival schedulers. The
second coordination method through the flow interval is an open-loop control. However, if comparing these two
methods with their more efficient settings – 9-second separation tolerance for the first and 14-second flow interval for
the latter, both methods have a similar total delay with 1,402 and 1,248 seconds, respectively. They have almost the
same airborne delay, 402 seconds for the former one and 408 seconds for the latter. In addition, both methods request a
similar amount of maneuver effort: 2,100 for the former and 2,048 for the latter. This study shows that both methods
can be used to coordinate scheduling and conflict resolution functions and help improve safety and efficiency. However,
both approaches need to tune their parameters to achieve their best performance.
This work only utilized two simple metrics, separation tolerance and constant flow interval, respectively. Advanced
metrics like complexity metrics [17, 18], flexibility metrics [19], and other flow management metrics might have the
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Fig. 11

Number of Maneuvers with different flow intervals

potential of improving their performance.
Furthermore, the feedback from arrival schedulers in the first coordination method was static, and introducing an
adaptive feedback control can help develop a self-learning coordination approach, which should help handle more
dynamic and sophisticated situations. Although the ground transportation system deals with much simpler vehicle
dynamics, it may be interesting to revisit some adaptive ramp metering algorithms in ground transportation system
work [20].

V. Conclusions
Scheduling and conflict resolution functions are two fundamental traffic management functions in UAM operations.
Exploring and understanding coordination between these two functions is critical for developing a safe, efficient, and
scalable UAM traffic system.
This work first introduced a federated scheduling algorithm and its data exchange needs. It then presented two
different methods for coordination between scheduling and conflict resolution functions. The first approach coordinates
through the arrival scheduler at the destination. Another one utilizes the departure scheduler at the origin to control the
flow interval. Experiments and trade space studies are conducted to compare these two methods using fast-time traffic
simulations. Results showed that both methods helped resolve all potential conflicts and had similar performance in
operational efficiency and safety. With proper parameter settings, both methods can achieve similar performance in
improving efficiency while meeting safety requirements.
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